
How GRP leveraged 
collaboration for cost control

GRP, formerly Gujarat Reclaim and Rubber Products and 

established in 1974, is among the world’s largest manufacturers 

of reclaimed rubber from use tyres, up-scaled polyamides from 

nylon waste and engineered products die-cut from end-of-life 

tyres. The company is organized into 3 businesses with a 

combined yearly production capacity of 79,000 MT. 

While GRP’s revenues have grown with a CAGR of 27% over the 

last decade, its profit growth has come under pressure in the past 

8 quarters. Input costs play a big role in defining margins in this 

industry – and have been on the upswing since 2012. GRP, with 

enParadigm’s programs, imbibed this cost minimization mind-set 

at all levels, and acquired the tools to collaborate for the same.

COMPANY / TYPE

GRP (Gujarat Rubber & Reclaim Ltd.) / SME (Revenue INR 50-500 Cr.)

INDUSTRY

Manufacturing of reclaimed rubber, rubber products, and polyamides

ENPARADIGM INTERVENTIONS

- 1 Aspire Simulation WorkshopsTM (Middle managers, all functions)

- 1 Operations Simulation WorkshopTM (Plant-level managers)

(January 2014)

CONCERNS ADDRESSED

Cost optimization through

- Cross-functional collaboration and

- Acute financial awareness

BUSINESS CHALLENGE

In 2012-13, a substantial 

increase in input costs for the 

reclaimed rubber industry 

made a significant dent in GRP’s 

profits despite increasing 

revenue. 

Harsh Gandhi, GRP’s Executive 

Director, is a second-

generation entrepreneur, and 

an alumnus of Purdue 

University and the Boston 

Consulting Group. He realized 

that GRP needed a sustained 

and systematic cost 

optimization program – which 

could only be achieved if his 

managers broke through 

departmental silos and worked 

together. He therefore formed 

cross-functional councils (one 

at the executive level and 

another at the managerial 

level). 

– Long-term pricing with an extended, 3-year planning window

– Accounts receivable reduced by 10%, delayed receipts down 60%

– Inventory of selected materials reduced by 50%

– Data-driven preventive maintenance to avoid breakdowns 

– 2 out of 3 participants now “collaborate effectively across functions”

– 3 out of 4 participants now “track financial impact of every decision”

Business 
Results
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INTERVENTION

Harsh now needed to equip 

these councils with both the 

imperative and the tools they 

would need to work effectively 

together. Accordingly, 

enParadigm conducted two 

programs – one for GRP’s plant-

level managers and the other 

for its middle managers at 

company level. 

RESULTS

enParadigm went back to GRP 4 

months after the interventions, 

to assess their business impact:

Cross-functional 

collaboration: 2 out of 3 

participants report that, over a 

4-month period, they have been 

able to effectively collaborate to 

cut costs outside of their 

departments or business units. 

Tracking financial impact: 3 

out of 4 participants report that 

they are making better 

decisions, now that they are 

able to estimate (or track) the 

financial impact of every 

decision they make for GRP. 

Long-term visibility: Extending 

the project planning window to 

3 years has helped managers to 

visualize the entire project, 

estimate more cost drivers and 

price their projects better.

Optimal credit-cycle: 

Managers, now acutely aware of 

the financial impact of a 

favourable credit-cycle, 

reduced Accounts Receivables 

(AR) by 10%. Collection process 

improvements also brought 

down delayed receipts by 60%.

Reduced Inventory: Having 

experienced the cash-strapping 

effects of high inventory in the 

workshop, managers have 

brought down inventory levels 

of certain materials by 50% with 

forecasting improvements on 

the customer end.

Operational effectiveness: 

Managers now schedule 

preventive maintenance based 

on historic data, which has 

minimized costly instances of 

breakdown maintenance. 

Moreover, their maintenance 

schedules meld seamlessly into 

their production cycle thanks to 

effective collaboration with 

related departments.

“Our projects are planned for the 

next 3 years now.”

- Abhijeet Deshpande

DGM, Projects

“Earlier, we used to provide 90 

days credit. Now it has come 

down to 80 days in the domestic 

market.”

- Hemant Kaul

VP, Marketing and Business 

Development

“The workshop helped non-

finance people understand 

accounting much better. It has 

now become easy to work with 

them.”

- Jasmine Merchant

GM, Accounts

“Now we capture all operations 

and production process data. We 

use this for preventive 

maintenance which is improving 

up-time (we used to do only 

break down maintenance). Now 

there is no loss of sales.”

- Sankar Kumar

Works Manager 

(Perundurai Plant, TN)

“We brought inventory down to 6 

days from 10-12 days for some 

materials.”

- Sunil Dolia, 

GM Marketing

“We are now 
scheduling machine 
down time to coincide 
with the time when cost 
of power is high.”

Shashikant Deshpande, Deputy 
Works Manager at the Solapur 
plant gives us a good example 
of how collaboration has 
revealed innovative cost-
cutting methods.
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